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rogue operatives hide and seek. rogue operatives hide and seek gameplay

So i had my first playsessions with the devs !!! was amazing !!! The game concept is so freaking cool, there are 2 camps, the
rogues and rogues operatives, on the rogue camp u can take the shape of any common material and go hide on the map, while
the operatives need to find and hunt you down, with a detector, and shoot you dead.. Good game if you like Prop hunt or any
hide and seek games get this :). Good game if you like Prop hunt or any hide and seek games get this :). So i had my first
playsessions with the devs !!! was amazing !!! The game concept is so freaking cool, there are 2 camps, the rogues and rogues
operatives, on the rogue camp u can take the shape of any common material and go hide on the map, while the operatives need
to find and hunt you down, with a detector, and shoot you dead.. THE BEST PROP HUNT GAME TO DATE This is much
better than gary's mod prop hunt and nowhere near the amount of hassle to run or play. I would happily pay u00a313.99 and this
game is a steal at just u00a33.99, the game is so much fun running around as diffrent items being chase by the operatives who
are trying to kill you which in turn then turns you into an operatives. It's still early days for the game with updates getting rolled
out every month but as it stands just now its a blast with friends so much fun.. THE BEST PROP HUNT GAME TO DATE
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This is much better than gary's mod prop hunt and nowhere near the amount of hassle to run or play. I would happily pay
u00a313.99 and this game is a steal at just u00a33.99, the game is so much fun running around as diffrent items being chase by
the operatives who are trying to kill you which in turn then turns you into an operatives. It's still early days for the game with
updates getting rolled out every month but as it stands just now its a blast with friends so much fun.
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